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BOUNDEDNESS AND ASYMPTOTIC CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF SOME MIXED BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM
Introduction. In this article we continue the investigation, initiated in [5] , concerning the properties of solutions of partial differential equations of hyperbolic type in mixed boundary-value problem.
Let I = <0,I>, I=const> 0, T=<0,<~), E= (-,«•),Q=I><T*E 3 .
We define functions describing our problems u: I x T --E; r, f 1 , P 2 : I -E; g, H: E -E; f, h: £2 --E. Q Let u€ C (l«T) be a solution of the problem:
(1) u tt + f (x,t,u,u x ,u t )u t +r(x)g(u)=u M +Ii(x t t t u f u xt u 1; ) , (TO) u(0,t) = 0, u x (I,t) = -H(u(I,t)) for t€ T , (WP) u(x,0) = F.,(x), u t (x,0) = P 2 (x) for x e I.
Assume that the functions appearing in equation (1) and in conditions (WP) and (WB) satisfy the following assumptions:
(2) f,h€C°(£3); r€C°(l); geC°(E); H€C 1 CeJjP^^CDjP^C 1 (I) and Z1. There exist positive a and A such that for every (x,t,y,v,w) e Q we have 0 < a C f(x f t,y,v,w) < A .
Z2. Por every V€ E we have v H(v) > J' H(p) dp > 0 . 0
Por every x e I we have r(x) > 0.
v Z4. For every vtE we have v g(v)>| g(p) dp > 0 . _
J o
Z5. There exists a positive constant R such that for every (x,t,y,v,w) e Q the following estimation holds | h(x,t,y,v,w)| < R .
We also assume that (WB) is compatible with. (WP)
The problem of existence and uniqueness of solutions of a mixed problem with non-linear boundary conditions for quasi--linear hyperbolic equations has been investigated, among others, by B.
Let us assume that there exists a unique solution of problem (1), (WP), (TO) which depends continously on the initial and boundary conditions. The results obtained in this paper generalize some results of paper [4] , where two non-linear boundary conditions of type (WB) were considered but with the functions H and G monotonically increasing. Moreover, [4] deals with the case g(ü)=ü only. It is to be stressed that our results comprise the linear case H(v) = a^v for a^ 0. Observe that from Z2 and from the continuity of the function H it follows that H(o) = 0. On the other hand,condition Z2 holds also when H is a monotonically increasing function. In fact, from the main value theorem we have v jH(p)dp = H(0v)v where 9e (0,1) .
0
Por v > 0, Qve (0,v) and H (0v) < H(v) hence v vff(v) > vH(9v) =s= j H(p) dp .
Similarly we prove the case v < 0. An analogous remark can be made about the function g.
Before we formulate the basic theorem of this paper, we observe that problem (l), (WP), (WB) can be reduced by transformation of variables x=I-x to a problem with identical equation (1) and initial condition (WP), but with the modified boundary conditions
where G(v)feC 1 (E) and vG(v) >jG(p)dp > 0 for every v e E.
V/e will not discuss this in detail.
Let us introduce three positive numbers l,n,i such that
Let (7) x=ns, t=nl where s. e I = <0,1>, te T. We introduce the following notation
where (s,i,u,u s ,u^) e .Q = i x t x jsp, g^ (ns) ssF-jCs) , nP 2 (ns) s= P^(s)» r(ns) i= r(s) .
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With this notation, equation (1) The consistency conditions transform accordingly, and assumptions Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4,Z5 go into analogical conditions Z1,Z2, Z3,Z4,Z5 for the functions g,f,H,r,h, respectively.For example, Z2 has the form
The transformation (7) does not change continuity and differentiability of functions, hence (9) f,htC°(fl); F 2 £C 1 (l),r e C°(I),P 1 6 C 2 (l),g e C°(E) , H 6 C 1 (E), u 6 C 2 (I * T) . Theorem 1. If h = 0 ana assumptions Z1-Z4 hold, then the solution of problem (1), (WB), (WP) is bounded in I*T and tends expenentially to zero with t --», uniformly with respect to x e I.
Proof. We first investigate the behaviour of the solution u(s,i) of problem (8) We have integrated with respect to s from 0 to 1.
On the other hand, making use of Buniakovsky-Schwarz'sj inequality we infer that s s 1 l (12) Jii p (p,2)dp < JdpJup(p,l)dp< Jdpjup(p,l)dp t a 1JUp(p,i)dp for (s,ì)e I * T .
Prom the boundary contitions (WB) we have u(O t i) » 0 for
1 £T f and consequently (12) implies I (13) u 2 (s,i) < ljup(p,i)dp for (s,i)€ I * T .
0
Integrating inequality (13) with respect to s from 0 to 1, we obtain 1 I (14) Ju 2 (s,i)ds < l 2 J uj (p,i)dp for it T .
Making use of inequalities (11) and (14) we can estimate V(l) u(s,t) u(t,t)
V(l) = J[j u 2 + \ u 2 + n 2 r(s) J g(p)dp + cuujds+j H(s)ds>
t u(s.t) , u(s.t)
! f[|u|(l-£)+^u 2 (l-el 2 )+n 2 r(s)J g(p)dp ds+J H(s)ds for 1 e T.
0
By assumptions (5),(6),Z2,Z3,Z4 we have for l e Tj Prom the last result, (18) and (19), we obtain for 16 T l vXi) = I julle-nfis^^^g.uj) -eu 2 -en 2 r(s)g(u)u + -tnuujf(s,i,u,u s ,u i ) ds-H(u(l,i))u(i,i) .
Ì -U(Sjt) u(l,t) ds + I H(s)ds>0
Taking into account (11), (14) and (5), in view of the inequality 0 < a < f(s,i,u,u s ,u i ) < A, we get the following estimation for ItT,
-83 - By (17) and (21 ) 
